Hostway’s Hosted Exchange provides the tools you need to perform efficient email communications while maintaining HIPAA compliance.

**EMAIL ENCRYPTION:**
**PROTECT PATIENT INFORMATION**

In an effort to minimize risk, many companies that fall under HIPAA guidelines have avoided using email when delivering sensitive information. However, as email has become the preferred channel of communication due to its speed and reliability, it has become increasingly difficult to justify the use of fax machines and couriers in transmitting patient data.

**How Hostway Email Encryption Helps**
Hostway’s Email Encryption gives you the ability to enforce email encryption right at the desktop, completely eliminating the possibility of confidential information being read by anyone other than the intended recipient.

Key benefits:
- Supports all industry standard encryption: Encrypted Mail Gateway supports third-party S/MIME or PGP credentials to accommodate automatic encryption/decryption of messages at the gateway.
- Interoperable with other standards-based systems including Verisign, Entrust, Vontu, and IBM.
- Re-directs and prevents confidential email from being distributed to the wrong people. Encrypted messages are digitally signed and validated for compliance purposes.
- Uses the strongest commercially available cryptography known to the industry.
- The suite of privacy applications and the Encryption Platform are built on industry-accepted standards for digital signatures and encryption.

**ARCHIVING & RETENTION:**
**STORE AND SEARCH SENSITIVE INFORMATION**

With the bulk of business communications today being conducted electronically, email has come under increasing scrutiny. Whether your motivation is to address HIPAA compliance, or meet timetables for legal discovery, the integrated email archiving, retention, and discovery features in Microsoft Exchange 2010 can help archive and retain your data safely and within regulations.

**How Hostway Archiving & Retention Helps**
Hostway’s Archiving & Retention helps you safely preserve and discover critical business communications conducted over email, while maintaining HIPAA compliance.

Delegate compliance tasks to authorized users, including:
- Multi-mailbox search
- Legal hold
- Transport rules
- Journal rules
ACTIVE DIRECTORY SYNC:
TIGHTEN SECURITY, REDUCE ERRORS SURROUNDING EMPLOYEE PERMISSIONS

In a large company, constant employee turnover can make it difficult to keep multiple employee directories, databases, and user permissions up to date. Beyond just affecting the reliability of user information, this can result in security and compliance issues.

How Hostway AD Sync Helps
Exchange Active Directory Synchronization (AD Sync) performs a one-way synchronization of identity data (users, groups, and supporting data for roles) between an on-premise Active Directory Server and Hostway's hosted Exchange AD, providing a single point to create, modify or delete Exchange mailboxes, SharePoint users and service users.

Key benefits:
- Automated provisioning eliminates need for redundant manual data entry, saving time and reducing errors.
- Eliminates unregulated access to network resources, by documenting and enforcing user and group access.

Have Questions?
Contact our Exchange Experts at 1-888-545-8587.